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ABSTRACT
ere is an overwhelming number of news articles published every
day around the globe. Following the evolution of a news-story is
a dicult task given that there is no such mechanism available
to track back in time to study the diusion of the relevant events
in digital news feeds. e techniques developed so far to extract
meaningful information from a massive corpus rely on similarity
search, which results in a myopic loopback to the same topic with-
out providing the needed insights to hypothesize the origin of a
story that may be completely dierent than the news today. In
this paper, we present an algorithm that mines historical data to
detect the origin of an event, segments the timeline into disjoint
groups of coherent news articles, and outlines the most important
documents in a timeline with a so probability to provide a beer
understanding of the evolution of a story. alitative and quan-
titative approaches to evaluate our framework demonstrate that
our algorithm discovers statistically signicant and meaningful
stories in reasonable time. Additionally, a relevant case study on a
set of news articles demonstrates that the generated output of the
algorithm holds the promise to aid prediction of future entities in a
story.
CCS CONCEPTS
•Information systems →Data mining; Summarization; Doc-
ument topic models; •Mathematics of computing →Continuous
optimization;
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1 INTRODUCTION
e pervasiveness of the Internet has greatly facilitated editors
to publish a large number of news articles everyday in any topic,
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practically without any restrictions of page-limits. us, the num-
ber of articles available to avid readers increases every day at a
very fast pace. Many business and government organizations track
these news articles to study public sentiments, business directions,
progression of events, and many other aspects of economic and
socio-political issues. However, tracking topics from dierent per-
spectives is a dicult task given that one news-story of today’s
interest could have evolved from another story of the past, thus
forming a chain of relevant events. is leads to the concept of
diusion theory [4] which refers to the change of the distributional
paerns of a phenomenon over time.
While capturing such diusions over a timeline is still a challenge,
researchers have targeted the problem of tracking stories in dier-
ent guises, e.g., storytelling [14, 20], storyboarding [23], connecting
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(a) A diusion-based story.
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(b) A similarity-based story.
Figure 1: A diusion-based approach captures documents
from the past reecting a smooth transition of the evolving
story. In contrast, a similarity-based approach focuses on a
narrow range of the timeline.
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the dots [15, 30], and metro maps [31]. Most of these methods
nd underlying connections between articles using a similarity-
based network of documents. eir objective is mainly focused
on generating a cohesive thread of a story. An extensive usage of
cohesion may result in stories that revolve around a single chapter
of the evolving thread of the story. Figure 1 (a) illustrates a scenario
generated using our diusion-based approach, which captures the
articles published in the past reecting the evolution of the story.
Figure 1(b) presents the results obtained, for the same seed docu-
ment, using a similarity-based approach to track past documents
similar to the article of interest. While our approach brings out the
underlying diusion of concepts and their progression over time,
the similarity-based approach provides a coherent story that re-
volves around a single event — a drone strike in Kunduz, as shown
in both examples.
is paper presents a novel framework that takes as input a large
corpus of documents, along with a user-specied set of seed docu-
ments. e framework runs through a palee of natural language
processing (NLP) and other preprocessing tasks before it reaches
its core objective function, which generates a storyline by nding
and combining turning points that lead to the seed story. e end-
product of the framework is a concise chain of documents from a
multitude of news articles to help the user identify the evolution of
a story, as shown in Fig. 1(a).
e contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• Evolution: We propose a novel method to discover a chain
of documents published in the past given a set of seed doc-
uments, where the chain reects evolution of the concepts
in the seed documents.
• Diusion and similarity: Our proposed technique cap-
tures the underlying diusion of concepts and has the
exibility to incorporate the similarity concepts from the
state-of-the-art methods.
• Prediction: We demonstrate the potential of the outcome
generated by our approach as a tool to predict future states
of an evolving story.
• Evaluation: We conduct a set of experiments to quantita-
tively evaluate dierent aspects of our model. Additionally,
a human participant-based study demonstrates that the
discovered story lines were satisfactory.
2 RELATEDWORK
Several problems and tasks related to our work have been well stud-
ied. ese problems include summarization, event detection, event
extraction, event evolution, event prediction and storytelling, also
known as connecting the dots. Summarization consists of extracting
the most important sentences from a text corpus to help the user
understand the main idea of the set of documents [3, 5, 25, 27, 35].
Event detection consists of detecting temporal bursts of highly
correlated documents [18, 36, 37], while event extraction aims at
obtaining useful knowledge regarding these events [21, 29]. Event
evolution [34, 38] and topic evolution [16, 17, 33] study how these
abstract concepts (events and topics) evolve over time, based on la-
tent relations within the corpus and temporal information encoded
in each document.
e event prediction through text mining problem has also been
addressed in the literature. Radinsky et al. [28] described a system
that uses causality extraction to obtain pairs of terms that have a
causal relation and that are later used to train a prediction algorithm.
Luo et al. [22] also address this problem by introducing the concept
of semantic uncertainty, which is used to estimate the most certain
next state based on the current state, or event. is approach is
particularly useful when there is limited historical data available.
e main component of our framework is focused on the problem
of storytelling, or connecting the dots. ere are several approaches
that aim to solve this problem for dierent types of datasets, such
as scientic articles [15], entity networks [7, 8, 13], image collec-
tions [12, 32] and document collections [1, 10, 11, 20, 24, 30, 31, 34,
40]. Most of the work on this problem uses graph-based representa-
tions of a document or entity set [7, 10, 14, 24, 40]. Storytelling has
several dierent applications, such as intelligence analysis [13, 14],
news recommendation [11], search engines [8, 40], and social net-
work analysis [7, 26, 32].
Solutions to the connecting the dots problem include the use of
probabilistic approaches, such as random walks [11, 30, 31, 34, 40],
Monte Carlo simulations [1] and determinantal point processes
(DPP) [10]. Shahaf et al. [30] introduced the concept of coherence
and coverage to assess the quality of a chain limited by two user-
specied endpoints, and then extended this work by building metro
maps [31] which are formed by several coherent chains that inter-
sect at some points, forming a map-like structure. Gillenwater et
al. also obtain several coherent chains using a DPP-based model.
Our work has several dierences with respect to the previously
mentioned methods. First, we use an optimization-based approach
similar to the one presented by Shahaf et al. [30], but we introduce
the concept of diusion to identify the evolution of the concepts
in the seed documents. e use of diusion allows our framework
to create stories based on a combination of dierent events, which
is not possible using previously proposed methods. Second, our
work discovers the most relevant documents associated with each
turning point to provide a concise summary for each turning point
event. ird, we leverage the topic distribution of each document
to reduce our search space while keeping important documents for
our optimization. Finally, we suggest the possibility of using the
resulting relevant documents to build a regression framework for
entity prediction.
3 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
is work focuses on news articles and the entities within the
news. e entities detected are persons, organizations, and loca-
tions. Let D = {d1,d2, . . . ,d |D |} be the set of documents and
E = {e1, e2, . . . , eE } be the set of entities in the news corpus. Each
document d ∈ D contains a set of entities Ed ⊂ E. Additionally,
each document d contains its publication date td . As part of the
preprocessing steps, we apply topic modeling using Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) [6] on D, obtaining a topic distribution Td for
each document d .
3.1 What is the expected outcome?
Let the user input be a set of seed documents Dseed ⊂ D, where
|Dseed |≥ 1. We dene a turning point in the story τ ∈ T as a
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Figure 2: Proposed framework.
specic date in which the story under analysis has a signicant
change. Let S be a vector where each element, dened as segment,
is a pair of consecutive turning points such that |S|= |T |−1, and
S = [(τ1,τ2), (τ2,τ3), · · · , (τ |T |−1,τ |T |)].
Our main goal is to split the set of documents in |S| segments
by nding |T |−2 turning points, since the rst and last turning
points are xed. For each segment s ∈ S we want to nd a subset
of documents Ds ⊂ D that help the user study the evolution of
the prominent entities in Dseed through various dierent events.
4 METHODOLOGY
Our framework comprises two main stages: (1) preprocessing,
which creates document and topic models from a text corpus and
(2) story generation, which takes a set of seed documents and other
constraints as inputs and, via an optimization routine, outputs a
story formed by relevant documents that have a common thread,
but that belong to dierent events. Fig. 2 illustrates this framework.
4.1 Preprocessing
In the preprocessing stage, our framework: (1) extracts entities (e.g.,
person, location, organization) from the documents, (2) represents
each document as a vector of entities, and (3) obtains a topic distri-
bution for each document in our corpus. We extract entities from
the text corpus using standard Named Entity Recognizers [2, 9].
Our framework leverages a tf-idf model with cosine normaliza-
tion [14] to generate weights w(e,d) for each entity e ∈ E in each
document d ∈ D.
4.2 Story generation
In this stage, our framework furnishes a candidate set of documents
Dc ⊂ D from the entire dataset that satisfy some temporal and
topical constraints with respect to the seed documents Dseed . e
temporal and topical constraints are driven by user input regarding
how far back in time the algorithm should track to detect an origin,
or, how much deviation the algorithm should allow in terms of
topic distribution as compared with the seed set.
e temporal criteria establishes that all of the candidate doc-
uments must have been published before the most recent seed
document and within a certain minimum threshold tmin, i.e., di can
only be part ofDc if tmin < ti < max(tseed ), where ti is the publica-
tion date of document di . e topical criteria expresses, in terms of
topic distributions, how much deviation the candidate documents
can have from the seed documents when optimizing for a diusion
and cohesion objective. For each document dseed ∈ Dseed , we
compute the KL-divergence [19], or topical divergence, between
the topic distribution of the seed document Tdseed and the Td of
all the documents d ∈ D. Document d is included in Dc , only if
∀dseed ∈ Dseed
(
KL-divergence(Td ,Tdseed ) ≤ α
)
, where Td is the
topic distribution of document D, obtained using the LDA [6] and
α is a user-dened parameter. In Section 5, we will refer to Dc by
D, for simplicity.
Finally, the framework optimizes tment of a story model that
identies turning points of the story over a timeline and provides
relevant documents within each segment. e outcome of the
optimization routine helps understand the evolution of the news-
story described in the seed document(s). is essential is further
described in Section 5.
5 FORMALIZING OUR APPROACH
In this section, we gradually introduce the concepts and formula-
tions that give shape to our model, which has the goal of obtaining
a coherent story from separate events. We present our ideas itera-
tively and explain why and how new penalty terms were developed
to achieve our goal.
5.1 Dening incoherence
e objective is to ensure that the documents within each time
segment of S are coherent. A simplistic approach is to minimize
the distance of all pairs of documents within each time segment.
For simplicity, we use the notation ds , to indicate the segment s to
which documentd belongs to, i.e., d1 is dened as a document in the
segment between τ1 and τ2. We dene this distance as incoherence:
incoherence1(s) =
∑ |P s |
i 6=j | |dsi − dsj | |ϱ
|Ps | (1)
whereS is the set of segments, ds is a document s.t. ds ∈ Ds , where
Ds is the set of candidate documents that are within segment s . Ps
is a set of pairs (i, j) that represent the dierent 2-permutations of
the indices of pairs of documents dsi and d
s
j , computed using the
following equation.
|Ps |= |D
s |!
2(|Ds |−2)! =
|Ds |2−|Ds |
2 (2)
5.2 Dening a distance metric and forming an
initial objective function
In Eq. 1, the distance computation between the weight vectors of
two documents is represented as | |·| |ϱ , where ϱ is substituted by the
distance measure chosen. We prefer the Soergel distance between
a pair of documents di and dj , dened in Eq. 3.
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soergel(di ,dj ) =
∑
e ∈E
w(di , t ) −w(dj , t )∑
e ∈E max
(
w(di , t ),w(dj , t )
) (3)
where E is the set of all the entities that appear in the dataset, and
w(d, e) is the tf-idf weight of entity e for document d .
e initial objective function is thus dened as Eq. 4, where s
represents the current segment.
F1(T ) =
|S |∑
s=1
incoherence1(s) (4)
is initial objective function is not enough to serve the purpose
of capturing evolution in terms of diusion. Eq. 4 tends to generate
one very large segment and many small ones, which is undesirable.
Ideally, two documents that were published at distant dates should
not belong to the same segment. Another limitation of the approach
in Eq. 4 is that it uses hard assignments of documents to a single
segment, while we would prefer a so membership of documents
to time segments for beer analytic exibility.
5.3 Including penalty based on time
segmentation
To tackle the problem of generating small segments, we include a
new term in our denition of incoherence. e new term helps by
avoiding segments containing document pairs with distant publi-
cation dates. erefore, a solution with many small segments or
a solution with a very large segment will not be the optimal. is
term is simply a date dierence penalty (date∆).
date∆(i, j) = |ti − tj | (5)
where ti is the publication date of document di . Although Eq. 5
provides date dierences, in practice, we normalize the values to a
smaller range and the user can exibly modify the normalization
range. With this new term, we can redene incoherence as Eq. 6.
incoherence2(s) =
∑ |P s |
i<j soergel(di ,dj ) ∗ date∆(i, j)
|Ps | (6)
e objective function has the same form of Eq. 4, but uses the new
incoherence equation. e advantage of this new formulation is
that it reduces the incidence of very small segments signicantly.
However, the current objective function is not capable of capturing
the essence of diusion or turning point because it only takes into
account coherence of each segment. is can result in very simi-
lar segments that do not show the evolution of a story. Another
disadvantage is that a document can only be assigned to a single
segment, and thus only discrete optimization routines can be used.
5.4 Introducing unconnectedness
While we prefer similar documents within a segment, we expect
high dissimilarity between the documents of dierent segments.
We call this property of diusion across segments unconnectedness.
We expect high unconnectedness as expressed by Eq. 7.
unconnectedness(s) =
∑ |Ds |
i=1
∑ |Gs |
j=1 soergel(d
s
i ,д
s
j )
|Ds |∗|Gs | (7)
where Gs = D − Ds is the set of documents that are not within
segment s , and дs ∈ Gs . Combining unconnectedness with the
original objective function, we obtain the following equation.
F2(T ) =
|S |∑
s=1
(incoherence2(s) − unconnectedness(s)) (8)
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Figure 3: e γ (t , tsL , t
s
H ) function as described in Eq.11.
In practice, we normalized and rescaled these two terms to adjust
the importance of minimizing inco erence and maximizing uncon-
nectedness. However, a major problem with this formulation is
that because of the conicting objectives, we cannot easily dene
which penalty should have the largest eect.
5.5 Changing to segment similarity
To eliminate the conicting objectives issue, and to obtain a smooth
formulation, we introduce the concept of similarity between seg-
ments. is penalty, formalized as Eq. 9, will measure how similar
documents from one segment are with respect to the documents in
the other segments.
similarity1(s) =
∑ |Ds |
i=1
∑ |Gs |
j=1 e
−soergel(dsi ,дsj )
|Ds |∗|Gs | (9)
We seek to minimize similarity(s) for each segment s . e up-
dated objective function is:
F3(T ) =
|S |∑
s=1
(
incoherence2(s) ∗ similarity1(s)
)
(10)
Eq. 10 allows minimization of incoherence and similarity simul-
taneously without keeping track of the importance of each other
since they are represented as factors. However, this formulation
still suers from two issues: (1) a news article can only belong to a
single segment, which means only discrete optimization routines
can be used, and (2) it is possible to have several articles that are ir-
relevant to the story within each segment. We address these issues
in the following subsections.
5.6 From discrete to continuous
e objective function of Eq. 10 considers discrete assignments
of documents to time segments. is results in lesser exibility in
terms of smoothness and use of optimization routines. To indicate
the certainty that a document with time stamp t belongs to a con-
tinuous range of time, in our case a segment, where tsL is the lower
limit or a turning point and tsH is the upper limit, a membership
function can be dened as:
γ (t , tsL , t
s
H ) =

1√
2piσˆ 2
e
(
− (t−t
s
L−σˆ
2)2
2σˆ 2
)
if t ≤ tsL
1√
2piσˆ 2
if tsL < t < t
s
H
1√
2piσˆ 2
e
(
− (t−t
s
H +σˆ
2)2
2σˆ 2
)
if tsH ≤ t
(11)
Although Eq.11 is partitioned, it is continuous and smooth be-
cause the membership function is formed by two halves of dierent
Gaussian distributions, and a linear section that connects both, as
shown in Fig. 3. e means of the distributions are the lower and
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Figure 4: Potential overlap of turning points.
higher limits, and the standard deviation σˆ for both is selected by
the user to modify the shape of the membership function. is
score is not a probability, but we can obtain the probability that
time stamp t belongs to segment s by dividing the score over the
sum of the membership values of t for all segments in S.
With this new concept of membership function, we must update
our previous denitions.
incoherence3(s) =
∑ |D |× |D |
i, j Φ ∗ soergel(di ,dj ) ∗ date∆(i, j)∑ |D |× |D |
i, j Φ
(12)
where Φ = γ (ti , tsL , t
s
H ) ∗ γ (tj , tsL , tsH ) (13)
Segment similarity can be redened as:
similarity2(s) =
∑ |D |× |D |
i, j ϕ ∗ e−soergel(di ,dj )∑ |D |× |D |
i, j ϕ
(14)
where
ϕ = γ (ti , tsL , t
s
H ) ∗
(
1 − γ (tj , tsL , tsH )
)
(15)
e objective function has the same form of Eq. 10, but uses the
new incoherence and similarity equations. e main advantage
of this new formulation is that it is suitable to be used with a
larger variety of optimization routines. However, a new problem
is introduced with this objective function, which is that it tends to
overlap the turning points. Furthermore, we still have the problem
of many documents being irrelevant to a segment.
5.7 Introducing segment overlap penalty
To avoid overlap of segments (as shown in Fig. 4) we include a
penalty that is high when two turning points are very close to each
other. It is dened as:
overlap =
(
1 +
|S |−1×|S |−1∑
m,n,m<n
e
(
− (tm−tn )22σ 2
) )
(16)
where tm and tn are the publication date of two dierent documents,
and σ is a hyperparameter that allows the user to set a threshold
dening the degree of the allowed overlap.
e objective function with the overlap penalty is:
F4(T ) =
|S |∑
t=1
(
incoherence3(s) ∗ similarity2(s)
) ∗ overlap (17)
5.8 Adding weights as a relevance factor
It is dicult for a user to analyze a massive amount of candidate
documents given only the time segments. Our framework mitigates
this problem by providing a score with each document representing
how important it is for this study. is score is a variable for
the optimization routine and it is used in the objective function.
e variable is represented as a vectorW of length equal to the
number of candidate documents. A weight of 1.0 indicates that the
document is relevant and 0.0 indicates that it is not.
e updated denitions are Eq. 18 and Eq. 19, where wi ∈ W is
the weight for document di .
incoherence4(s) =
∑ |D |× |D |
i, j wi ∗w j ∗ Φ ∗ soergel(di ,dj ) ∗ date∆(i, j)∑ |D |× |D |
i, j wi ∗w j ∗ Φ
(18)
similarity3(s) =
∑ |D |× |D |
i, j wi ∗w j ∗ ϕ ∗ e−soergel(di ,dj )∑ |D |× |D |
i, j wi ∗w j ∗ ϕ
(19)
e objective function has the same form of Eq. 17, but uses the
new incoherence and similarity formulations and hasW as input.
However, a new problem emerges — the optimal value is when all
the weights are set to zero.
5.9 Uniformity penalty
To ensure that only a subset ofD is truly relevant, and to avoid the
degenerate case where the optimal value is with all the weights set
to zero, we need to minimize the uniformity of the weights vector
W. A completely uniform vectorW, i.e., all zeros or all ones, will
result in a high penalty, while a completely non-uniform weights
vector will result in no penalty. e uniformity penalty is:
uniformity =
©­­«1 +
|S |∑
s=1
©­­«1 −
( Ws ∗Γ>s∑Ws ∗Γ>s 2 ∗ √|Ws |) − 1√|Ws | − 1 ª®®¬
ª®®¬ (20)
where Γe is a vector of values returned by the membership function
(Eq. 11 for the documents that fall in segment s).
5.10 e nal objective function
e nal objective function is shown below.
F5(T ,W) =
|S |∑
s=1
(
incoherence4(s) ∗ similarity3(s)
)∗overlap∗uniformity
(21)
e objective function is minimized for two vectors: S and
W. e elements s ∈ S are bounded between [0,datemax ] where
datemax is the value representing the publication date of the most
recent news article while 0 represents the earliest document on
the candidate dataset. e elements w ∈ W are bounded between
[0, 1], as stated earlier. We used the quasi-newton limited memory
algorithm for bound constrained optimization (L-BFGS-B) [39] to
minimize our objective function.
6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For our experiments, we use a corpus of 400,842 New York Times
articles published between January 2000 and June 2016. e corpus
contains 3,320,886 unique entities. To the best of our knowledge,
there are no publicly available labeled benchmark datasets that
can allow us to perform a supervised evaluation of our framework.
Our evaluations are based on a combination of statistics- and hu-
man participant-based studies. We seek to answer the following
questions.
(1) How well does our approach reect the evolution of a
story? (Section 6.1)
(2) How does our method compare to other methods such as
clustering and similarity-based storytelling? (Section 6.2)
(3) How do the various proposed regularizations impact story
quality? (Section 6.3)
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Figure 5: Average scores obtained for each metric per topic,
a higher score is better (max. 5.0).
(4) How does the statistical signicance for the position of
the turning points change while modifying the dierent
hyper-parameters of our optimization? (Section 6.4)
(5) What is the repeatability of the optimization? (Section 6.5)
(6) Can we use the set of highly relevant documents with
respect to a seed document to predict which entities are
expected to appear in a future document? (Section 6.6)
6.1 Evaluation of Chain Continuity
e lack of a benchmark dataset makes it very dicult to evaluate
the performance of our optimization framework. To address this
issue, we designed a user study motivated by the work of Shahaf et
al. [30]. We picked four dierent topics and two dierent random
documents related to each topic as seed documents. e topics
selected were aviation, Brexit, ISIS, and tensions between North and
South Korea. Four evaluators were asked to score three topics each,
so that each topic had a total of six evaluations1.
For each segment, we selected the document with the highest
weight. Four past documents were selected for each seed document.
Users evaluated four criteria on a scale of 1 to 5, with ve being the
best, for each sequence:
• Familiarity: How familiar the person is with this topic.
• Relevance: Do the documents seem relevant to the topic?
• Coherence Is the chain coherent? A lower score is provided
if there is a document in the chain that does not belong to
the topic.
• Broadness: Does each document provide new information
guaranteeing a slight shi in topic over time?
e average scores per criterion are presented in Fig. 5. e
results indicate that our algorithm performs, on average, above a
score of 3, which indicates that the chains are coherent, relevant,
and broad enough to capture evolution. An interesting observation
is that the Brexit topic, which had the lowest average familiarity
score, also has the lowest scores for coherence and relevance, indi-
cating that such a study might be biased toward the familiarity of
the topic.
6.2 Comparison with Other Methods
We compare the outcomes of our framework with two other meth-
ods: (1) a k-means clustering, which combines the time feature
with entities and (2) a similarity-based approach where consecutive
1Evaluation questions available at: hps://storyeval.herokuapp.com/
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Figure 6: Comparison of average dispersion coecient for
stories created using our diusion based approach, a cluster-
ing based algorithm, and a similarity based technique. Our
approach results in the best (highest) dispersion.
nearest neighbors are selected as a chain starting with the seed
document. We selected one best document per time-segment for
this evaluation using our method. For the k-means clustering based
approach we selected one document closest to the centroid of each
cluster as a relevant document. For the similarity-based approach,
we used the sequence of documents generated from the seed docu-
ment as a path. Notice that the two alternative approaches focus on
distance or similarity, while our objective function is designed to
capture diusion. Hossain et al. introduced the concept of disper-
sion coecient in evaluating the Storytelling algorithm [14]. We use
the same concept to evaluate the quality of a chain of documents
{d0, d1, . . ., dn−1}, containing n articles.
ψ = 1 − 1
n − 2
n−3∑
i=0
n−1∑
j=i+2
disp(di ,dj )
where
disp(di ,dj ) =
{
1
n+i−j if soergel(di ,dj ) < θ
0 otherwise
e dispersion coecient of a chain of documents is 1.0 only if
consecutive pairs of documents meet a distance threshold θ . e
coecient is 0 when every pair of documents in the chain satises
the distance threshold.
We generated chains for 116 dierent seed documents using all
three approaches under consideration. Figure 6 compares the aver-
age dispersion coecient versus the distance threshold. Figure 6
shows that the average dispersion of our diusion-based method
provides the highest dispersion coecients for any distance thresh-
old. is indicates that our method generates chains with smooth
transition of topics, which is our goal.
6.3 Use Case Study
In this experiment, we perform a use case study to compare the
results of our diusion-based approach with two preliminary ver-
sions of our objective function, as well as with the similarity-based
approach described in Sec. 6.2. We execute each of these methods
for the same seed document and select the document in the middle
of each segment. e number of segments is set to 5. Fig. 7(a) shows
the story generated using the formulation presented in Sec. 5.2. In
this case, because the date penalty was not included, one event
overlaps with the other, and thus only four segments are obtained.
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Figure 7: Stories generated using (a) the objective func-
tion presented in Sec. 5.2, (b) the formulation presented in
Sec. 5.5, (c) our diusion-based approach and (d) a similarity-
based approach.
e topics of each document are about the European Union, but
lack a common thread. Fig. 7(b) shows a story generated using by
optimizing the objective function presented in Sec. 5.5, which is in
the continuous space and includes the date and similarity penalties.
An analysis of this story shows that there is no coherent thread,
which is caused by the lack of weights that indicate the relevance
of a document.
Fig. 7(c) shows the story resulting from our diusion-based ap-
proach. At rst glance, some of the articles seem disconnected
from a continuous thread. However, aer a brief analysis, we can
nd a very relevant thread: the rst article is about the nancial
assistance required by Greece and Portugal because of the severe
crisis. e second article mentions how Germany made eorts to
keep Greece in the Euro zone, because of fear of the consequences
of Greece leaving. e next article mentions the future plans of the
German chancellor with respect to the European Union and the
imposed austerity, and in particular mentions that Britain’s prime
minister expected the support from Ms. Merkel. e article before
the seed document mentions the latest European crisis, and how
several countries were “rebelling” against the German-mandated
austerity. e seed document talks about immigration being one
of the main motivations for Brexit. e article mentions that there
was an inux of immigrants on 2015, presumably escaping from
the economical crisis in their countries of origin. is is a coherent
and relevant thread consisting of dierent events, which was our
ultimate goal.
e story obtained using the similarity-based approach, shown
in Fig. 7(d), is also coherent and relevant. However, the story com-
pletely revolves around Brexit, and a simple keyword search about
the topic would probably return similar results. us, we consider
that our result provides a beer insight into the possible paths that
lead to the event described in the seed document.
6.4 Statistical Signicance Analysis
Evaluation using precision, recall, and other variants does not apply
in the context of our work because of the lack of labeled datasets
suitable for our task. An alternative approach, other than the user
studies and quality-evaluation using an unsupervised metric like
dispersion coecient, is to use a statistical analysis of the signi-
cance (p-value) as a sanity check to make sure that our formulation
obtains results that have a very low probability of being obtained by
random chance. Our objective function has several user-modiable
parameters that can change analytic viewpoints. In this section, we
will explore how the signicance changes with varying parameters.
For our problem, we dened pT P as the p-value for the turning
points vector T . We generated m random samples TS which are
of the same size as T . en, we compared each of the m random
samples with T by computing their element-wise dierence and
comparing it to a tolerance β , i.e., (Ts − T ) ≤ β . We counted the
number of times this condition was satised in an auxiliary variable
a. Finally, we returned pT P = am .
e experiments were conducted by computing the pT P of sev-
eral dierent congurations. We precomputed 100,000 random
samples. en, we used a number of random seed document sets
and ran the optimization routine for dierent congurations. We
nally averaged the p values across the documents.
One of the congurations relates to the publication dates of the
articles. e dates are scaled to a continuous range. In Fig. 8(a), it is
evident that the pT P value signicantly decreases while increasing
the maximum date value. is is because the range for the turning
points increases with the scaling. Fig. 8(a) also shows that our
approach generates statistically signicant results with any value
of the variance for the gamma function σˆ 2, and that the change in
signicance while varying this parameter is limited.
e standard deviation parameter for overlap σ controls the
width of the bell-shaped curve shown in Fig. 4. A penalty is added if
any of the previous turning points fall within this curve. Figure 8(c)
shows that as the overlap σ increases, the pT P value increases. e
maximum topical divergence parameter is used during the candi-
date generation stage to lter documents that are above this value.
Figure 8(b) shows that when the topical divergence increases, the
pT P value decreases, albeit slightly. In general, our approach gener-
ates statistically signicant results even with varying parameters.
6.5 Local Optimization: Repeatability of
Concepts
One of the crucial elements of local optimization, as used in our
framework, is that it may produce multiple results with dierent
executions for the same set of seed documents and congurations.
From an analytic perspective, multiple results for the same seed
set provide a deeper understanding of the evolution. However, too
much diversity in the results for the same seed set may be over-
whelming for users. In this experiment, we analyze the repeatability
of the results, in particular for the turning points, for the same set
of seed sets. We selected random seed documents from dierent
topics and repeated the optimization 100 times for each seed keep-
ing track of the resulting turning-point vector, each time with a
dierent initialization for the optimization routine. e collected
vectors were compared pairwise and grouped into buckets based
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on similarity. To dene similarity in this context, we rst dene a
match as when the distance between two turning points from dif-
ferent vectors is below a threshold, ζ . Two vectors are similar if the
number of matches is above a minimum match parameter. Ideally,
the number of buckets should be small (close to 1). If the number
of buckets is 100, this means that none of the pairs of vectors fulll
the conditions mentioned above.
In Fig. 9, we observe how the average of the number of buckets
for the seed documents changes with respect to the distance thresh-
old ζ and a minimum matches score. ζ is varied from one to 100,
since this is the range of the publication dates in this experiment,
while the number of minimum matches is changed from one to
four. Figure 9 shows that as the distance threshold increases, the
number of buckets rapidly decreases. is indicates that, even with
dierent initializations of the optimization routine with multiple
executions for the same seed, we obtain similar chains and time
segments. is helps the user to keep the analysis focused on a
relevant set of evolving concepts for the same seed document.
6.6 Prediction
Our framework provides past documents as an evolution of the
story of a given seed document. All the past documents have
associated weights reecting their importance in the evolution.
ese relevant documents can be used to study the evolution over
time of the prominent entities found in the seed document. In
this experiment, we examine if we can leverage these relevant
documents to not only study the evolution of the entities in the
past, but also to predict, using a simple linear regression, the future
evolution. A more specic question is: which entities will appear
in an article published in the future given a seed document?
For this experiment, we divided the set of relevant documents
based on the segments into a training dataset (four segments) and a
testing dataset (one segment). Next, we built a table which consists
of all pairs of words in all pairs of the documents of the training
set. is table contains the dierence in publication dates, as well
as a pair of entities and corresponding tf-idf weights that appear in
a pair of documents. at is, the training data reects how far in
time a pair of entities may appear and what are the tf-idf scores of
those entities when they appear. We built a linear regression model
for each of the terms appearing in the future documents, taking
into account the dierence in publication dates as an extra feature.
When a new prediction is requested, we use the linear regression
models that include the entities of the seed document, to predict
the weight of the entities in the future document. In Fig. 10(a),
we show the word-cloud of a sample seed document. We then
use our algorithm to predict how the word-clouds of three future
documents would look like in a range between 4 and 10 days aer
the publication date of the original article. e actual and predicted
word-clouds are presented in Fig. 10(b). As can be seen, even with
a simple linear regression-based prediction model, for most of the
cases the predicted documents have a match of at least two of the
entities from the ground truth (e.g., Paris aack, Belgium, and Paris).
e advantage of using the output of our model for prediction is
that we exploit both the similarity of documents within a segment,
and the diusion of a topic across segments, to obtain beer results.
We expect that a more sophisticated algorithm would be able
to improve these results. e main disadvantage of this method is
that if no entities from the seed document appear in the training
set, then no entities can be predicted, and of course, unseen entities
will not be predicted.
7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
Our framework discovers the evolution of today’s news stories
from large news archives. We have presented case studies that
demonstrate the possibility of using the resulting evolution-related
documents as training data to predict the relevant entities for future
news articles. Based on our case studies, we plan to expand our
work in the direction of prediction where our framework will be
able to generate warnings regarding insurgent activities, predict a
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(a)A word-cloud of a seed document.
(b) On the le, we show the ground truth while on the right we
show the predicted word-clouds. e words are sized according to
the original and predicted weights, respectively. e publication
date dierence between the seed document and the predicted
documents ranges between 4 and 10 days.
Figure 10: An experiment on predicting a future document.
timeline for developing a new concept, and forecast emerging sto-
ries. Furthermore, we plan to incorporate user feedback to improve
the performance of our framework by modifying the optimization
hyperparameters to meet the user’s expectations.
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